How to paint a kids mirror
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What we used:
PMHS0015
MPN0034
BMHS0009
AMPL0001
MAXX0019

Mont Marte Glass Paint 12 pce 4ml
Mont Marte Pastel Pencils 12 pce
Mont Marte Gallery Series Brush Set
Mont Marte Round Plastic Paltte 17 cm
Mont Marte Brush Washer Plastic

Water
Mirrors
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Step 1. Drawing the Dinosaur
Tape the PDF image of the dinosaur to a window face down
and trace the outline on to the back of the paper with a
pastel pencil.

Step 2. Transfering the Image on to the mirror
Tape the image tracing side down on to the mirror in the
desired position. With the pastel pencil cover the entire
drawing. This will transfer the tracing onto the mirror. Now
remove the paper.

Step 3. Painting the body
Squeeze out the colours you want to use on to a Round
plastic palette. I am using Viridian, Light Green, Crimson
Red, Orange and Black. First paint the body in Viridian.
Then paint the belly with Light Green. Use a small flat for
this stage.

Step 4. Adding some warmth
Once the body is painted in apply some Orange to the
spikes on the back and tail. Then paint the tongue in with
Crimson. Use the fine round for this stage.

Step 5. Painting on the keyline
Now let’s bring this all together and apply Black paint over
the keylines. Use the finest brush in the set for this keylining.

Step 1. Transfering the image on to the mirror
Follow the same tracing steps and the transferal process out
lined in the dinosaur project.

Step 2. Painting the Fairy
Squeeze out some Orange, Viridian Green, Yellow and
Crimson onto the round plastic palette. Creat a skin colour
from 1 part Crimson to 2 parts Orange, give them a mix and
paint in the face and body. Paint the hair Yellow. Then
paint the dress in with Crimson and her shoes and belt with
Viridian Green.
Step 3. Adding the keyline
Squeez out some Black into the round plastic palette. With
the finest brush in the set retrace all the line work with the
Black paint.

Step 4. Adding the name
Above the image of the fairy you will see she is holding a
banner, this is where you can write a nameif you want.

I hope you enjoyed this fun little crafty lesson and if you do decide to try it, I hope they work out really well. Thanks for
tuning in and...

...u nt il n ext t i me pe o n pa int in g
Ke

Glass paint is quite translucent, if you want a stronger colour give it a second coat

